KEY FINDINGS
The 'Women for Media — Take the Next Steps' report includes findings from two
data sets: Big Picture, and Top Billing. The following key findings illustrate results
from both data sets.

The 2021
Women For Media Report
is a snapshot of Australia’s
media landscape, taken from
analysing articles published
every day of May 2021.

TWO APPROACHES WERE
TAKEN TO COLLECTING DATA:

BIG PICTURE:

Analysis of over 57,000 online stories

TOP BILLING:

Analysis of nearly 4000 stories on page one
of the print edition and in the top spot on the
publication’s home page

Julie Lewis
Opinion editor
SMH:

"So to women everywhere I say: pitch, write,
and repeat. We want to hear you roar.”

SOURCES, AND JOURNALIST'S GENDER

Women are quoted much
less frequently than men.

31%		
of quotes are
attributed to women.
Data set: 'Big Picture'

... and they are much less likely
to be quoted in articles written
by men.

Female journalists
quoted women in

Male journalists
quoted women in

of their stories

of their stories

50%

37%

Data set: 'Top Billing'

Report authors: Dr Jenna Price with Dr Blair Williams
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GENDER & STORY TOPIC

What women write about is
gendered.

... and what men write about
is gendered, too.

‘WOMEN’S TOPICS’

‘MEN’S TOPICS’

Female journalists wrote:

Male journalists wrote:

53%

44%

of articles on

65%

of articles on

Arts
+ Entertainment

Health

of articles on

Politics

Data set: 'Big Picture'

Kerri Elstub
Editorial Director,
Nine Digital (nine.com.au):

87%

of articles on

Sport

Data set: 'Big Picture'

"You can’t be expected to appeal to your
audience if you don’t reflect them."

OPINION

THE WORKFORCE

Men are entitled to have an
opinion about everything.

Media organisations’ boards
are failing to reach
gender-parity.

Men account for

ABC

4/9 women

65%

NINE

3/7
of all opinion pieces published
Data set: 'Top Billing'
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GENDER OF AUTHOR

Men accounted for the first
byline of article in
65 per cent of stories, while
women had first byline in
only 35 per cent of stories.
35% WOMEN		

Women provided only a
quarter of quotes identified
in stories about either the
Federal Budget or COVID-19.

65% MEN

COVID-19: 27%

Federal Budget: 26%

Data set: 'Big Picture'

The vast majority of stories in our Big Picture data set had
only one byline (and we counted the first byline only).

Gavin Fang
Head of Network
and Newsgathering,
ABC News:

Data set: 'Big Picture'

"We've changed the questions in job advertising to ask,
'What’s the lived experience that you bring?' That’s been really
effective and uncovers a whole bunch of different stories."

Publications with
the fewest stories by
women journalists:
31%

The Australian

30%

dailytelegraph.com.au

28%

afr.com

27%

The Herald Sun

26%

Australian
Financial Review

Publications with the
the most stories by
women journalists:
61%

The Daily Telegraph

59%

The Courier-Mail

58%

SMH.com.au

57%

nine.com.au

57%

themercury.com.au

*The Saturday Paper and Crikey samples
were too small for inclusion

Data set: 'Top Billing'
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